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GAME DESCRIPTION

Armadillo Studios’ latest launch - Hot Hot
Honey - is going to heat things up. 

The three Annas, our AAA bee combo, have 
banded up to provide enough hot honey to 
satisfy everyone’s appetite!

Join AAA on a delightful bonus trail filled with 
money-awarding flowers and exciting 
experiences, such as testing out super wings, 
collecting honey jars of mystery prizes, and 
hearts in order to live longer. Watch out for 
pesky ninja spiders and reach the end of the 
trail to receive a huge prize. Prizepots, free 
spins, and bonus symbols add variety to the 
game.

The Rollover Respins feature has full sticky 
reels rollover, allowing more symbols to appear 

on new reels. This allows for more symbols to 
stick, generating more respins with higher 
symbol pays and an increasing multiplier for 
endless respin excitement that makes you 
experience the true thrill of Hot Hot Honey!

Choose your super symbol wisely in the  free 
spins pick bonus as it will be  the essential 
symbol for your honey-sticking power, 
dominating the reels and the respins. Combine 
this symbol with a non-resetting multiplier and 
endless prizepot accumulation, the potential 
for big wins is clearly at its highest during the 
free spins, especially those lucky enough to 
trigger it with extra free spins.
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GAME ID HotHotHoney96 / HotHotHoney / 
HotHotHoney88

GAME TYPE Slot

LAYOUT 5 reels, 3 rows

LINES/WAYS All scatter pays

PAY ORDER Scatters

RTP 96.02% / 94.03% / 88.24%

VOLATILITY High

MIN / MAX BET 0.20 / 100.00

MAX MULTIPLIER x5800 / x6215 / x6054.8

MAX EXPOSURE 580000 / 621500 / 605480

HIT FREQUENCY 14.88% / 14.60% / 13.68%

ASPECT RATIO 16:9, responsive

THEME Bees, Beauty, Adventure

IN-GAME FREE SPINS Yes

BUY INTO BONUS Yes

PROMO FREE SPINS Yes

GAME FEATURES

Rollover Respins
• 5 or more matching symbols stick
• Full sticky reels rollover

Free Spins
• Super Symbol Pick
• Non-Resetting increasing Multipliers
• Non-Resetting Prizepot progression

Trail Bonus with board game like features 
• Flower Credit awards
• Extra Life
• Super Wings
• Mystery Prizes
• Go Back Bee
• Victory Prizepot for making it to the end

Buy Bonus
• 3 Different Buy Bonus Options
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RESPINS

Any time 5 or more of the 
same symbol appear on the 
reels, they stick, activating 
respins on all non-sticky 
symbol positions. Land at 
least one more of the 
activated symbol(s) to keep 
the respins going.
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ROLLOVERS

ROLLOVERS

Stick full columns to rollover reels and eliminate them, 
making room for new reels to appear. Reel Rollovers 
occur after a respin fails to create a stick, giving a 
second chance to players. If at least one more activated 
symbol appears on a new reel, it sticks and the respins
continue. Each Reel Rollover increases the multiplier.

ROLLOVER MULTIPLIER HIVE

A full sticky column of 3 of the same Hot Hot Honey 
(Anna, Anna, or Anna) adds +2x to the multiplier hive. 
A full sticky column of 3 of any other combination adds 
+1x to the multiplier hive. The multiplier applies to the 
total win of all the symbol counts at the end of the 
feature.



DOUBLE STICKY SYMBOL ACTIVATIONS

Land 5 or more of a same second 
symbol on an initial spin or any 
respin to trigger respins with two 
activated sticky symbols.

Double Sticky symbols creates 
huge win potential moments as 
only one activated symbol needs to 
stick to keep the respins going.

Triple activated symbols or more 
are also possible in the base and 
the free spins.
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FREE SPINS
How to trigger?

Free Spin symbols appear in the base game initial spin 
and on respins. Each free spin symbol that lands is 
incremented into the counter meter. Getting 3 or more 
free spins counted triggers the free spins. The number 
of free spins awarded equals the number of free spins 
counted. The more free spins you can land the higher 
your free spin win potential.

How it enhances game play and win potential?

Pick a box to reveal your super symbol. The super 
symbol appears more frequently on the reels for easier 
Rollover Respin triggers and retriggers. The Rollover 
Hive meter does not reset for the entire free spins. The 
multiplier continues to grow as the free spins progress. 
Prizepot accumulation progress does not reset. 

A prizepot win is easier by not needing to get all the 
prizepots on a single spin.
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TRAIL BONUS
How to trigger?

Bonus symbols appear in the base game 
initial spin and on respins. Each bonus 
symbol that lands is incremented into the 
counter meter.

How it enhances game play and win 
potential?

Getting 3 or more bonus symbols triggers 
the free spins. 

More bonus symbols increase the pay 
before entering the bonus. Continue 
spinning the flower to reveal 1-6 petals to 
win money or get special features.
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TRAIL BONUS SYMBOLS
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Go Back Bee: Next spin 
moves backwards

Super Wings:  Go twice 
as far (2-12 spaces) 
winning every prize 

passed through 

Ninja Spider:  Bonus 
ends, or heart is used to 

stay alive

Mystery Prize: Win a 
random prize between 
50x and 500x of the bet 

value 

Heart:  Additional life to 
survive a ninja attack

Grand Prizepot:  Granted 
at the end in addition to 

all the accumulated prizes 
for finishing the entire 

trail bonus alive!



PRIZEPOTS

Prizepot symbols appear in 
the base game initial spin 
and on respins. 

Each prizepot symbol that 
lands is incremented into the 
counter meter. 

Land 10, 20, 30, or 40 
prizepots to win the Mini, 
Minor, Major, and Mega 
Prizepots. 

Mystery prizepots and the 
grand prizepot can also be 
won in the trail bonus.
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MARKETS

Bulgaria
Curacao 
Colombia
Malta
Latvia
Lithuania
Estonia
Canada - Ontario
Greece
Germany
Switzerland
Sweden
Romania
United Kingdom 

LANGUAGES

Japanese
Turkish
Russian
Chinese (simplified)
Portuguese (Brazilian)
Spanish
Thai
Vietnamese
Dutch
Swedish
Romanian
Greek
Estonian
Norwegian
Latvian
Lithuanian
Finnish
Danish
German
Italian
Macedonian
Bulgarian

CURRENCIES

EUR
CHF
JPY
PLN
XOF
GEL
CRC
KGS
PYG
ZAR
MDL
CLP
KRW
RON
ZMW
CZK
CNY
KZT
RSD
VDO
HNL
DDK

MAD
KES
TZS
UAH
DOP
MMK
RUB
MNT
ARS
GBP
MOP
SEK
COP
AUD
GHS
MXN
SGD
VES
AZN
HKD
MYR
THB

IDR
BGN
HRK
NIO
TRY
RUP
BND
HUF
NOK
TWD
VND
BMB
ILS
NZD
USD
VNS
BRL
INR
PEN
UYU
IDS
CAD

ISK
PHP
VEF
AMD
BTC
mBTC
ETC
TRX



GAME DISTRIBUTION

This game is available via SlotMatrix. Powered by EveryMatrix, SlotMatrix
offers relevant and exclusive gaming content which can be easily integrated 
with any gaming platform on the market, enabling instant revenue and 
game offering boost.  

With SlotMatrix, operators have access to unique content from in-house 
game producers Armadillo Studios and Spearhead Studios, as well as our 
SlotMatrix RGS partners and other strong, exclusive brands.

If you need further support or any additional materials to help with the 
release of these titles, please contact your Casino Account Manager or 
email amsm@everymatrix.com.

Discover more at https://everymatrix.com/slotmatrix/
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Follow us on

mailto:amsm@everymatrix.com
https://everymatrix.com/slotmatrix/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/everymatrix/
https://twitter.com/EveryMatrix
https://www.facebook.com/EveryMatrix
https://www.instagram.com/everymatrix_global/


Although every attempt has been made to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document at the time of its publication, please note that the data upon which it is based 
may be subject to future modifications. Please don’t reproduce, change, or copy this document. Updated versions of this document will be made available as needed. 
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